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HISTORY OF THE MILITARY TANK 

The tank was invented in World War One as an antidote to the trench warfare that had bogged down the 

Western Front campaign. Tanks marked a change in modern warfare 
 

The British first developed this mobile, armoured 

war machine in a programme initiated by Major 

(later Major-General) Ernest Swinton and Sir 

Maurice Hankey, the Secretary to the Committee 

of Imperial Defence (and later the War Cabinet of 

Prime Minister David Lloyd George) and supported 

by the First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston 

Churchill. They were developed by the navy, as the 

first tanks were considered to be "land ships" and 

their names were preceded by "His Majesty's 

Tank". 

Swinton conceived the idea of the tank on 19 

October 1914, while driving a car in France. Four 

months earlier he received a letter from a mining 

engineer friend who would send Swinton news of 

technical developments with possible military 

application. The letter reported  on the American-

made Holt Caterpillar Tractor, which  had military 

transport possibilities. Being pre-war, nothing 

happened. Ironically,  Holt bought the patents 

related to the "chain track" from Richard Hornsby 

& Sons of Lincolnshire in 1912 for £4,000 (about 

$600,000 Australian at 2017 value) after they failed 

to interest the British military in their "caterpillar" 

track. Holts later became The Caterpillar Tractor 

Company. 

The British War Office conducted trials with Holt 
tractors at Aldershot but saw them only as suitable 
for towing heavy artillery. Major Swinton was sent 
to France as an army war correspondent to ensure 
'balanced coverage' of the war through his 
censored reports. In November 1914 he suggested 
to Hankey the construction of a bullet-proof, 
tracked vehicle that could destroy enemy machine 
guns and be long enough to cross trench lines.  
In 1916 Swinton was promoted to Lieutenant 
Colonel and given responsibility for training the 
first tank units. He created the first tactical 
instructions for armoured warfare.  
A Landships Committee was established by 
Churchill in February 1915 to develop armoured 
fighting vehicles for use on the Western Front. The 
Committee was composed mainly of naval officers, 
politicians and engineers and its existence and 
activities were concealed from Lord Kitchener at 
the War Office, the Board of the Admiralty, and the 
Treasury, all of whom were expected to block the 
project.

 

 

                                       The Holt Tank

Continued page 3 
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Editorial…………. 

 

This edition commemorates the 75th anniversary 

of the fall of Singapore in the early days of the 

Pacific section of World War Two.  We focus on two 

events held on the day of commemoration, one in 

Ballarat where the Governor-General presided and 

the other at the Australian War Memorial which 

drew attention to  the way Prisoners-of-War in the 

notorious Changi Prison passed the time with 

uplifting lectures. 

We also look at the development of the tank as a 

weapon in the stalemate of trench warfare in 

World War One, accompanied by an article on the 

British Tank Museum at Bovington in Dorset, as 

well as the history of Anzac Day and the need to 

ensure Australians continue to remember the 

events of Gallipoli and other Australian campaigns. 

Other articles remember Operation Bribie from the 

Vietnam War fifty years ago and one of the most 

prolific Australian war photographers, Phillip 

Hobson. 
 

 

Operation Bribie remembered 

The afternoon of 17 February 1967 was one of the worst days for Australian fighting in the Vietnam War.  

Operation Bribie, also known as the Battle of Ap My An, was an attempt to knock out the communist Viet Cong 

following their attack on the village of Lang Phuoc Hai earlier in the day. 

Expecting minimal resistance from a few scattered groups of soldiers retreating to their jungle bases, our 
troops were suddenly facing defeat in the dense rainforest.   
Planned and organised in haste, the 6th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (6RAR) and armoured personnel 
carriers (APCs) of A Squadron, 3rd Cavalry Regiment, were ordered to cut off the enemy’s withdrawal routes. 
Not long after A Company (the first to be deployed) had been dropped by helicopter, and had started making 
their way into the dense forest, they came under machine gun and sniper fire. In less than a minute, six 
members of 2 platoon were dead or wounded.  
This was not just an enemy camp, as the Australians assumed. It was a strong defensive position, its extent 
unknown, and its occupants all but invisible. 
Three additional companies joined in the battle to provide reinforcement and help evacuate those wounded. 
In just over five hours of fighting, eight Australians had been killed and another 27 wounded, making it one of 

the deadliest encounters for our men during the Vietnam conflict. Official estimates numbered the enemy 

dead at between 50 and 70, but, as was so often the case in this war, no-one really knew. 
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Continued from front page 
 

The tank was developed by William Foster & Co 
Ltd, an agricultural machinery company also based 
in Lincolnshire, England under the watchful eye of 
its Production Engineer and later Chief Executive, 
(Sir) William Tritton. The construction of the first 
tank at Fosters began on 11 August 1915. World 
War I tanks were also built by Metro Cammell of 
Wednesbury.  Fosters, at the time, was the only 
company in the UK that were commercially making 
caterpillar-tracked vehicles. 
The tanks were tested on a field south of Lincoln. It 
was Tritton's idea to steer the tank with its rear 
wheels. A member of the Landships Committee, 
Albert Gerald Stern, thought up the name 'tank' 
and from December 1915 it was the codename for 
the vehicles in development rather than 'landships' 
to hide their purpose.  
In July 1915 the Landships Committee's existence 
came to the attention of the War Office just as the 

prototype of "Little Willie" was being tested. This 
led to its operations being taken over by the Army 
and a number of its members transferring from the 
Navy.  
At Wilson's suggestion the tracks were extended 
right round the vehicle. This second design initially 
was called "Wilson", then "the Centipede" then 
"Big Willie" and finally "Mother" became the 
prototype for the Mark I tank.  
Designing several of the early British tanks, Wilson 
incorporated epicyclic gearing which was used in 
the Mark V tank to allow it to be steered by a single 
driver rather than the four previously needed.  
Wilson transferred to the British Army in 1916 
becoming a Major in the Heavy Branch of the 
Machine Gun Corps - the embryonic Tank Corps. He 
was mentioned in dispatches twice and was 
appointed companion of the Order of St Michael 
and St George in 1917.

 
 
 
The first British tank, Little Willie, said to be an 
uncomplimentary nickname for the German Crown 
Prince, was running by the end of 1915 but by then 
a new design was under construction; known 
variously as "Big Willie", "His Majesty's Land Ship 
Centipede" or "Mother".  It was the prototype for 
all British heavy tanks in the First World War. Thus 
Little Willie was redundant, almost as soon as it 
was built, but it was used for driver training for a 
while, before being removed to Lincoln and 
eventually to Bovington as part of the original Tank 
Museumcollection. 
At one time it had a turret and a wheeled tail as a 
counterbalance and steering aid. 

 

 

See the tank "Mephisto" before its leaves the War Memorial in Canberra 
 

Mephisto is the rarest tank in the world. To commemorate the centenary of the First World War, the Australian 

War Memorial collaborated with the Queensland Museum to display Mephisto outside Brisbane for the first 

time since it was transported from Europe after the end of the First World War. Mephisto was featured in an 

earlier edition of The Gallipoli Gazette. 

This First World War German tank is currently on display until the end of May, when it will be returned to the 

Queensland Museum.  It is worth a visit to Canberra to see Mephisto for yourself. 

Free talks are held at 1.30pm on Thursday, March 16 & 30 March, April 13 & 27 andl May 11& 25. 
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Replica of the first tank used by the British Army in warfare, the B-46 Big Brute, held at the Tank 
Museum, Bovington Dorset 

 
 
The Heavy Branch Machine Gun Corps were 

designated as the unit to run the tank fleet. After 

initial trialling and training at Elveden in Suffolk in 

October 1916 Bovington in Dorset was appointed 

as the new ‘home’ of the Gun Corps.  The 

inhabitants of the neighbouring village of Wool 

were annoyed rather than mystified by the 

melodramatic precautions attending the arrival of 

every train load of tanks as they were asked to 

draw their curtains as the vehicles rumbled by. 
 

In service 
 

The first British tank, the Mark I, was a rhomboid‐

shaped, tracked heavy vehicle weighing 26 tons, 

with two 57mm guns and a speed of 3.7 mph. On 

15 September 1916, at the Battle of the Somme, 

after horrific infantry losses, forty‐nine Mark I 

tanks were sent in to support  an infantry attack 

across no‐man's‐land to destroy German strong 

points between the villages of Combles and 

Courcelette. 

Critics claimed they were committed in insufficient 

numbers to make a difference. In September 1917, 

the French introduced their Renault FT 17, a 

smaller (6‐ton), lighter‐armed (one 37mm gun), 

faster (4.8 mph) tank, with what became the classic 

tank design of a swivel turret. The Americans used 

mainly Renault tanks when they entered the war in 

France from 1917. 

In one of the early battles involving tanks, a 

German soldier reported in his diary "A man came 

running in calling, 'there is a crocodile crawling 

through our lines. The poor wretch was off his 

head. He had seen a tank for the first time.' " 
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The first truly modern tank design was conceived by French General Jean-Baptiste Estienne and manufactured by various 
firms under the control of the Renault Company. 
This was the world's first mass-produced tank, with 3800 built. It was the first tank of any nation to have a turret with 360 
degree traverse. It had a tail piece to help it across trenches but was really designed for the open, mobile warfare which 
Estienne believed would follow the breaking of the German trench system. He was also a great believer in the effect of 
mass, the idea being that a swarm of small tanks, like a swarm of bees, was the best way to overcome enemy defences, 
rather than big guns and heavy armour. 
There was a choice of armament, either a short 37mm gun or the heavy machine-gun shown here. They went into action 
for the first time on May 31, 1918 near Ploissy-Chazelle and proved very successful when they were used in numbers. 
British forces used a few Renaults as liaison vehicles while the United States Army used them in combat and copied the 
design. 
By the end of the war France had built so many Renaults that they were available for export. Soon they were in service all 
over the world and provided the inspiration for similar designs, particularly in Italy and Russia. Hundreds still remained in 
French service when World War II broke out and these were collected by the Germans who used them for internal security 
work. British troops encountered Renaults in Vichy hands in Syria as late as 1942 and some were discovered, in German 
service, on the Channel Islands in 1944. 

 

In World War I the tank immediately captured the 

popular  imagination. The machine's  raw  power, 

gadgetry, speed, and size, along with the secrecy 

with  which  it  was developed,  created  for  it  a 

mystique. 

After the First World War, The Royal Commission 

on Awards to Inventors decided that the inventors 

of the tank were Sir William Tritton, managing 

director of Fosters together  with  Major Walter 

Wilson as the two men had co-designed the first 

British tank, "Little Willie". 

During the interwar years, the limited role assigned 
to tanks by U.S. infantry generals, as well as budget 
limitations, imposed serious constraints on design 
and development in the United States. John Walter 
Christie, an American automotive engineer, 
developed a suspension system that allowed tanks 
high speed and overland performance.  

   

http://www.encyclopedia.com/history/modern-europe/wars-and-battles/world-war-i#1O126WorldWarI191418
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_on_Awards_to_Inventors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_on_Awards_to_Inventors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Tritton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Gordon_Wilson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Gordon_Wilson
http://www.encyclopedia.com/places/united-states-and-canada/us-political-geography/united-states
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His M1919 tank, which evolved into the 

M1928/1930 or T‐3 medium tank, weighed 9 tons, 

carried a 37mm gun, and attained speeds of 27 

mph. But the U.S. Army failed to continue Christie's 

contract.  

In contrast, the Soviet Union used Christie's design 

and production techniques to develop, by 1939–

40, the T‐34, a highly reliable and balanced tank 

weighing 29 tons, armed with a 76.2mm gun, and 

reaching a maximum speed of 34 mph. It became 

the Red Army's main battle tank in World War II 

and was used by North Korean forces in the Korean 

War. 

In Britain in the 1920s, the army had allocated 

resources to the development of the 'tankette'.  

The original model, the Morris-Martel was 

developed from prototypes designed by 

Lieutenant-General Sir Giffard Le Quesne  Martel. 

Intended for reconnaissance, eight were 

constructed for the Experimental Mechanized 

Force and were tested against experimental 

models of the Carden Loyd tankette - built by 

tractor makers John Carden and Vivian Loyd as a 

response to Martel's work - on Salisbury plain in 

1927.  The project was abandoned after testing 

with the Carden Loyd design chosen instead. 

However, during its short existence the tankette 

attracted "quite a lot of publicity" and was a 

pioneer of the tankette concept. 

                   

                  The Carden Loyd Tankette 

 

There was a series of Carden Loyd tankettes, the 

most successful being the Mark VI which was the 

only version built in significant numbers after 

Vickers-Armstrongs bought out Carden Loyd 

Tractors Ltd. Besides one-man vehicles they also 

proposed two-man vehicles which turned out to be 

a more effective and popular idea. The tankettes 

were considered a reconnaissance vehicle and a 

mobile machine gun position. 

 It became a classic tankette design worldwide 

and was licence-built by several countries. Also, it 

became the basis of similar designs produced in a 

variety of different countries. 

The British military theorists J. F. C. Fuller and Basil 

Liddell Hart envisioned a small but mobile army 

with tanks as the centrepiece. After many 

problems, the British introduced the Crusader (22 

tons, 57mm gun, and 26 mph maximum speed), 

used early in World War II. But defects and battle 

experience led to its replacement in 1943 by the 

Cromwell (31 tons, 75mm gun, 31 mph). 

                       

                        The Cromwell Tank 
 

 

                       

Diary Date: The 2017 Gallipoli Art Prize 

winner will be announced at the opening of 

the Exhibition of Finalists at the Gallipoli 

Memorial Club, Loftus Street, Sydney on 

Wednesday, April 19 after the Annual 

General meeting which starts at 11 am.  All 

members welcome 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_John_Carden,_6th_Baronet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salisbury_plain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vickers-Armstrongs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_gun
http://www.encyclopedia.com/people/history/us-history-biographies/john-hart#1O126LiddellHartBasilH
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French experimentation before 1939 developed 

the Heavy B (CHAR) tank, probably the best in the 

world at the onset of World War II. Huge for its day, 

it was heavily armoured, weighing 34 tons, had a 

75mm gun mounted on the front hull and a 47mm 

gun on the turret, but sacrificed maximum speed 

to only 17 mph. The tank's firepower and armour 

advantage were, however, offset in 1940 by French 

doctrinal and organizational failures. 

 

World War II 

 

In September 1939, when the German Army 

invaded Poland, it had not yet accepted Gen. Heinz 

Guderian's ideas about armoured warfare and 

used tankette‐type vehicles more suitable for 

training. But before invading France in May 1940, 

the Germans achieved great advances in doctrine, 

unit reorganization, and tank manufacture, 

incorporating superior Panzer tanks (23 tons, 24 

mph, and guns increased from 37mm in the Panzer 

III to 75mm in the Panzer IV tanks). To counter the 

Soviet's effective T‐34s, the Germans produced the 

Panzer V. This “Panther” tank, probably the best 

overall German tank, weighed 50 tons in later 

versions, with speeds of up to 28 mph and armed 

with a 75mm gun. 

By 1942, the Germans fielded the Tiger tank, which 

challenged established ideas about armoured 

warfare. Despite problems in manoeuvrability, 

serviceability, and speed (23 mph on roads, 12 mph 

cross‐country), this heavy tank provided 

extraordinary armour protection (63 tons) and 

firepower with its 88mm gun. 

In the United States, the Sherman tank replaced 

the awkward Grant early in World War II to 

become the main American battle tank. More than 

45,000 of these reliable, rugged, and versatile 

medium tanks were produced for the U.S. Army, as 

well as for Great Britain and the Soviet Union. The 

early model weighed 33 tons, had a speed of 23 

mph, and was armed with a 75mm gun. 

Subsequent modifications in the A‐3 increased 

weight to 35 tons, speed to 29 mph, and the gun to 

76.2mm. Though the Sherman was no match 

individually with any German tank, and its gasoline 

rather than diesel fuel was highly explosive, it 

proved highly successful, due to the numbers 

committed and its reliability. In various forms, 

Shermans were used by the United States in the 

Korean War and by the Israel Defense Force in the 

Six‐Day War of 1967 when a “Super Sherman” was 

mounted with a 105mm gun. 

In 1945, the British produced a remarkable tank 

based on their war experiences, the Centurion, 

which became the backbone of British armoured 

forces for a quarter of a century. This tank was 

noted for its reliability and proved itself in combat 

in the Korean War. The Centurion I mounted a 17‐

pound gun and was produced in thirteen versions, 

the last manufactured in 

Israel. It was considered the 

best all‐around tank in the 

West in the 1950s and 

1960s. The final Israeli 

version weighed 54 tons, 

sported a 105mm gun, and 

travelled at 21 mph. 

Tank design was 

revolutionized in 1945 by 

the new Soviet JS‐3 Stalin 

heavy tank. This eventually 

evolved to the T‐10 heavy in 

the 1950s. Its design 

allowed a tank of 51 tons at 

23 mph and supported  

 

               The various models of the Sherman tank were the mainstay of the  
                                  US, British and Russian armies in WW II. 

 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/places/germany-scandinavia-and-central-europe/polish-political-geography/poland
http://www.encyclopedia.com/history/asia-and-africa/korean-history/korean-war#1O126KoreanWar
http://www.encyclopedia.com/history/asia-and-africa/korean-history/korean-war
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armament of a 122mm gun. During the Cold War, 

the JS‐3's low, sleek design was perpetuated by the 

West German Leopard, the French AMX 30, and 

the British Chieftain. The same turtle turret design 

characterized the Soviets' medium tanks, evolving 

from the 1950s through the 1970s from T‐54/55, T‐

62, and T‐64 to T‐80. Weight increased from 42 to 

46 tons, speed from 31 to 46 mph, and armament 

from 100mm to 114mm and finally 125mm on the 

T‐64 and T‐80. 

The United States pursued a different design 

approach. Its M‐48 (1952) and M‐60 (1960) main 

battle tanks sacrificed low weight and silhouette in 

favour of an excellent 105mm gun system and 

reliability. The M60A‐3 version weighed 57 tons 

and attained 30 mph. 

In 1973, man‐packed wire‐guided missiles caused 

massive tank losses in the Arab‐Israeli War, which, 

along with NATO's new “Active Defense” doctrine 

demanding high‐speed lateral movement, resulted 

in major changes in tank tactics and development. 

When first produced in the mid‐1970s, the U.S. 

Army's M‐1 Abrams tank weighed 68 tons and was 

unique in using a multi-fuel turbine power plant 

and innovative suspension system allowing speeds 

over 45 mph. Initially armed with the reliable M‐68 

105mm gun, the Abrams in its subsequent models 

increased combat weight and armament to mount 

a smoothbore 120mm gun. The Abrams proved its 

technological superiority in NATO war games and 

in actual battle during the Persian Gulf War. 

In the 1990s, the tank of the future was being 

designed using such techniques as automatic 

loaders to reduce crew size, more efficient power 

plants, new reactive armour to defeat larger gun 

size and anti‐tank missiles, and special armour to 

increase protection and reduce weight for faster 

deployment. 

 

 

 

The M-1 Abrams tank in action 
 

THE GALLIPOLI MEMORIAL CLUB CREED 
WE BELIEVE…. 
 

that within the community there exists an obligation for all to preserve the special qualities of loyalty, 
respect, love of country, courage and comradeship which were personified by the heroes of the Gallipoli 
Campaign and bequeathed to all humanity as a foundation for perpetual peace and universal freedom 

 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/history/united-states-and-canada/us-history/cold-war#1O126ColdWar194591
http://www.encyclopedia.com/social-sciences-and-law/political-science-and-government/international-organizations/nato#1O126NATO
http://www.encyclopedia.com/social-sciences-and-law/political-science-and-government/international-organizations/nato
http://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/persian-gulf-war-0
http://www.encyclopedia.com/social-sciences-and-law/political-science-and-government/military-affairs-nonnaval/missiles#1O126Missiles
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The British Tank Museum 

Unsubstantiated legend has it that the writer, Rudyard Kipling, suggested the need for the British Army to 
honour its nation's gift to military hardware in World War I, the tank. 

During World War I, the training of the new Armies 

required for battle in France led the War Office to 

acquire considerable areas of land in Dorset in 

1914.  There had been a militia training area at 

Bovington since the Boer war – when the 

equivalent of today’s Territorial Army would 

descend for tented summer camps or weekend 

training events.  At the beginning of the war, the 

camp was used as an infantry recruit and training 

depot housing up to 12,000 men.   

After initial trialing and training at Elveden in 

Suffolk in October 1916 Bovington was appointed 

as the new ‘home’ of the Heavy Branch Machine 

Gun Corps, the title of the first unit to use tanks.   

The first workshop was housed in a canvas aircraft 

hangar and complaints by locals caused the firing 

range on the north of the camp to be moved down 

to the coast at Lulworth where it still resides.  A 

branch line was built from the London and South 

Western Station at the town of Wool to bring tanks 

closer to the camp.  Many memoirs of tank soldiers 

mention arrival at Wool station and the following 

march or lift to the camp.  When trained battalions 

marched back to Wool for trains to Southampton 

and boats for France they were accompanied by 

the band and locals to see them off. 

After the Great War, large numbers of World War 

1 British tanks were brought to Bovington to be 

broken up and sold on for scrap, as Britain had won 

the war to end all wars and there was no need for 

tanks.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Memorial to tank crews at the Tank Museum, Bovington 
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Twenty-six examples, reflecting  each type of 

current or experimental vehicle, were saved and 

impounded north of the Camp.  This was the 

beginning of the present museum. In 1923 Rudyard 

Kipling, during a visit to Bovington, expressed 

disappointment that so little was being done to 

preserve tanks. In 1924, a start was made by 

housing a selection of them – including Little Willie, 

the first experimental tank ever built, and Big 

Willie, or Mother as it was more popularly called 

within the Tank Corps, the first gun tank – in an 

open-sided shed at the Driving and Maintenance 

Wing of what was then the Royal Tank Corps 

Central Schools. Despite research with Kipling 

scholars no definite confirmation has been found 

to substantiate this account of Kipling’s 

involvement with the establishment of the 

Museum, but the tale was being told with certainty 

early in the sites history so there is also no real 

reason to doubt the tale.  Kipling was a visitor 

several times to the region seeing his friends, the 

authors Thomas Hardy and later T.E. Lawrence, 

who worked there under the name 'Ross'.   

During the Inter War years, the collection was 

enlarged by the addition of various experimental 

machines.  In 1939, when war was declared, the 

items from the collection went to the drive for 

scrap steel and sadly, many irreplaceable relics, 

among them Mother, the experimental electric-

driven tank, General Martel’s own home made 

tank, the Medium ‘C’ and many other unique 

machines, went to the furnace.  However in the 

desperate times early in the war scrap was needed 

to build weaponry – and required quickly as 

invasion was believed imminent. The story of the 

loss of tanks in France and the desperate need to 

replace these with new vehicles (and some of the 

improvisations hurriedly made to stem the gap) 

can be seen today in the Museum vehicle 

collection. 

Fortunately, other vehicles were saved, by being 

used during the invasion scare of 1940 – the Vickers 

Medium and the Independent, for example 

covered the road from Bovington to Wool, while 

other Museum tanks guarded the coast near 

Lulworth Cove.  Certain iconic items were hidden 

by the then custodians as being just too important 

to go in a scrap drive. Rumours have persisted that 

a complete WW1 tank was buried but never 

recovered but there are other tanks in the Museum 

collection that have been recovered from burial 

sites. 

In 1945, space for some fifty vehicles was again 

found at the Driving and Maintenance (D&M) 

School, but the buildings were not very suitable, so 

between 1947 and 1952, the present central 

hangar was taken into use.   

A fine collection of Allied and foreign vehicles 

which had been accumulated during World War II 

for investigation and experimental purposes was 

added in 1951.  Later examples of the captured 

material were gifted back to Germany to assist in 

the formation of their own tank museum at 

Munster.  The collection remained fairly stable for 

the next thirty years, growing slowly until, in 1981, 

it numbered about one hundred and twenty. 

A new phase of expansion came in 1981, with the 

arrival of George Forty as Curator.  Vehicles were 

obtained, mainly through exchange, with other 

museums or as gifts, from all over the world.  Work 

began on the restoration of vehicles in the 

collection, and for the very first time, a small 

conservation workshop was established in 

1984.  Prior to this many vehicles had been 

maintained simply by use of the Army’s facilities on 

the camp.  This led to many layers of gloss green 

paint being added to vehicles (often completely 

inappropriate to their original paint schemes and 

usage) and well-meaning but improvised repairs 

and restorations. 

In 1990/1991, a small purpose built workshop was 

erected and subsequently the museum’s workshop 

staff have grown in number and the involvement 

of volunteers in this area has been key to its 

continuing success. The need for new space to 

house the growing collection led to the erection of 

the British Steel Hall (an ex-factory building placed 

over a car park), the Tamiya Hall (funded by the 

founder of the model making company and a new 

entrance hall). 

Following the Gulf War in 1991, the collection was 

further increased by captured Iraqi vehicles mainly 

of Soviet and Chinese origin.   
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Gratitude of the Nations Will Keep Anzac Alive 

By Bruce McEwan 

In recent decades certain disaffected people have sought to denigrate or even dispense with the 

commemoration of Anzac and all it stands for. This reaction would have dismayed the diggers who returned 

from Gallipoli and those who represented their country in subsequent battles. 

                  Turkish Leader Mustafa Kemal 

 

It is not sentiment or history that will keep this 

commemoration alive but the gratitude of all 

Australians who value the sacrifice of all the young 

men and women that gave their lives and health in 

defence of their principles. 

On 25 April 1916, when the first Anzac Day 

commemorations were staged in Australia, 

hundreds of thousands of Australians marched 

through the streets of cities and towns throughout 

the nation. Returned Anzacs who could not march 

because of their wounds and other disabilities 

were transported as heroes in motor cars and this 

tradition has continued to today as a mark of 

respect for the aging veterans of all conflicts. 

In London, more than 2,000 Australian and New 

Zealand soldiers marched through the streets on 

that first commemorative day and were labelled 

“the knights of Gallipoli” by the British press. 

For the next two years, before the end of World 

War I in 1918, Anzac Day became a patriotic rally 

used in recruiting campaigns. Serving members of 

the AIF paraded in most cities and towns. 

During the following decade Anzac Day became 

accepted as a national day of commemoration for 

the 60,000 Australians who died fighting in the First 

World War. In 1927, most Australian States 

declared some form of public holiday on Anzac 

Day. By the middle of the1930s all the events we 

now associate with Anzac – dawn services, 

marches, memorial events, reunions even two-up 

games – became an accepted part of Anzac Day. 

Many of the Gallipoli survivors, my father included, 

objected to some of these commemorative events 

labelling them “disrespectful of the sacrifice made 

by those who did not return” This is probably why 

the first services vigils were organized by Gallipoli 

veterans, religious groups and grieving families in 

the pre-dawn darkness -- at the same time of the 

usual morning stand-to in fields of battle.  

Community memorial services began to be 

established after 1927 allegedly after some ex-

soldiers returning at dawn from an Anzac Day 

function the night before passed an elderly woman 

laying flowers at the Sydney Cenotaph, then under 

construction in Martin Place outside the Sydney 

GPO. After joining her in her private remembrance, 

the men decided to organize a dawn service at this 

place the following year and in 1928 about 150 

people gathered at the Cenotaph to lay wreaths 

and stand for a two minutes’ silence. This was the 

first of many thousands of organized dawn services 

that gradually have become more formalized and 

more closely linked to the dawn landings at 

Gallipoli on 25 April 1915.  

Anzac Day later became to be used to remember 

Australians who died in the Second World War, and 

those who lost their lives in subsequent military 

and peacekeeping operations where Australians 

fought and died. 
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Over the past century, reconciliation has seen the 
commemoration widened to include our allies and 
even former enemies. It should be pointed out that 
before Gallipoli, Turks and Anzacs had never had 
formal contact either in political or economic 
terms. The fraternization that took place between 
the two sides during the battle where Anzac and 
Turkish soldiers exchanged gifts shared food and 
occasionally communicated with each other 
developed in a warm friendship between Turks and 
Anzacs after the war.  Today, fraternity and peace 
are the most important lessons learned and the 
former combatants have fought together to 
uphold this.  
The friendship between our nations underlies a 
joint resolve to continue to commemorate our 
unfortunate meeting on the international stage. 
The 24 and 25 of April is a very important and also 
meaningful day for the Turks who say they wish to 
maintain the ties of respect and friendship of Anzac 
to bind Turkey, Australia and New Zealand forever.  
It should be remembered that through his success 
as a military leader at Gallipoli Mustafa Kemal 
earned the fame that enable him to establish the 
Turkish Republic.  
During the Gallipoli Battle he ordered his Turkish 
troops to fight to the death. He said: “I don’t order 
you to attack; I order you to die. Until we die we 
could save the time for the arrival of new troops 
and commanders.” 
It was because of his success at Gallipoli that he 
was able to make the political, social, juridical, 
economical, educational, civil and cultural reforms 
to bring Turkey into the 20th century 
internationally. 
Modern Turkey respects Ataturk’s legacy – the 
linking of Turkey with the Christian world while 
continuing to maintain its proud Muslim roots. He 
permitted no religious extremism or discrimination 

and ensured that the education of the young was 
left to professional teachers and academics. 
 Mustafa was born in Salonika,  in 1881. His teacher 
added Kemal to his name when he was on a high 
school list for civil servants. After high school he 
continued his education in Istanbul’s military 
academy. As the founder of the Turkish Republic 
and the first president of the republic he made 
political, social, juridical, economical, educational 
and cultural reforms in order to bring Turkey to the 
level of contemporary civilizations. Ataturk died on 
November 1938,  from a liver ailment and was 
buried in Ankara. He later received the honorific 
Ataturk (The Father of the Turks) by the Turkish 
Parliament. 
Thirty years ago, as a gesture of friendship, the 
Australian Government established a memorial 
garden around the Mustafa Kemal Ataturk 
memorial at Gallipoli. In return, the Turks named 
the beach where the allies landed “Anzac Cove”. 
There is an inscription written by Ataturk on this 
memorial and it reflects his progressive 
understanding of war and its effects. It reads: 
“Those heroes that shed their blood and lost their 
lives you are now lying in the soil of a friendly 
country. Therefore rest in peace. There is no 
difference between the Johnnies and the Mehmets 
to us where they lay side by side here in this country 
of ours... You the mothers who sent their sons from 
far away countries wipe away your tears. Your sons 
are now lying in our bosom and are in peace. After 
having lost their lives on this land they have 
become our sons as well." 
This is why, on both sides of the original conflict, 
we commemorate life and its promises rather than 
death and the sacrifice it represents. This also is 
why any attempt to curtail or restrict 
commemorations on Anzac Day must be 
passionately opposed and defeated. 
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The Fall of Singapore and Changi internment remembered 

The seventy-fifth anniversary of the fall of Singapore in invading Japanese forces was commemorated on 
February 15. About 130,000 allied troops were taken prisoner, including 15,000 Australians. 
 
Governor-General Sir Peter Cosgrove (pictured 
below with the ex-POW’s and Minister for 
Veteran’s affairs Dan Tehan, pictured top left) 
joined hundreds of others at a ceremony in the 
central Victorian city of Ballarat to mark the fall of 
Singapore, recognised as Britain's worst 20th 
century military loss.  
Speaking at the home of the country's only ex-
prisoner of war memorial, Sir Peter said the fall of 
Singapore was a seminal moment in the war and its 
influence on our security is still felt today. 
He also paid tribute to the courage and resilience 
of Australian troops and prisoners of war (POWs) 
who endured "unimaginable horror", often being 
beaten "to the edge of death". 
For those magnificent, gallant men and women, 
whether in uniform or not, theirs was not explosive 
and immediate courage of the battlefield, be it on 
land or at sea or in the air. This unquenchable 
fortitude got many through those dark times. It 
eased the suffering of those who did not survive 
and preserved the dignity and humanity that 
captivity and ill treatment could not dampen or 
displace. 
Other ceremonies were held across Australia, 
including at the Australian War Memorial where 
Director Dr Brendan Nelson hosted the unveiling of 
a manuscript of a book written in Changi that was 
the core of lectures given by prisoner, Alick 

Downer, an Adelaide born graduate in law from 
Oxford University.  
 

The invasion 
 

Japanese forces invaded Malaya shortly after 
midnight on 8 December 1941. By 31 January 1942, 
all British Empire forces had withdrawn from the 
Malay Peninsula onto Singapore Island. On 8   
February, the Japanese landed in the north-west of 
the island and within six days they were on the 
outskirts of Singapore city, which by now was 
under constant air attack.  
The troops had been shocked at the apparent lack 

of defences on the island. The men were battle-

weary and the Australians had lost nearly 700 men 

fighting in Malaya since 14 January, with hundreds 

of others sick or wounded.   Only one trained 

reinforcement unit, the 2/4th Machine Gun 

Battalion, arrived from Australia. Other last-minute 

reinforcements sent were untrained and ill-

equipped for battle. 

The Japanese had prepared for the invasion of 
Singapore with a heavy bombardment. They began 
their amphibious landings on the north-west of the 
island, where the Strait of Johore is narrowest. This 
area was held by the Australian 22nd Infantry 
Brigade but late on the night of 8 February the 
Japanese made their way through undefended 
sections. Twenty-four hours later a second 
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Japanese landing force struck between the 
Causeway and the mouth of the Kranji River, an  
area held by the Australian 27th Infantry Brigade. 
By the morning of 10 February there were 
Japanese troops on most of north-west Singapore.  
The Australian, British and Indian troops tried to 

hold the Japanese at various defensive lines but 

after two days many of their dreadfully depleted 

battalions had to be reorganised into composite 

units. A counter-attack on 10-11 February failed 

and on 12 February General Gordon Bennett, the 

Australian commander, began moving his near-

exhausted 8th Division AIF units into a perimeter 

just a few kilometres out of the city. By the next 

day the Japanese were within five kilometres of the 

Singapore waterfront. The entire city was now 

within range of Japanese artillery. 

Official evacuations from Singapore had begun in 

late January and continued until almost the last 

moment. RAAF squadrons had been evacuated 

before the Japanese invaded the island and the 

remaining RAN warships were ordered to leave. 

Some merchant ships also got away carrying 

evacuees from the path of the Japanese. The 

warships' main operational tasks were escort 

duties, and the fleet based in Singapore included 

the destroyer HMAS Vampire and the sloop HMAS 

Yarra, which arrived late in January, along with 

several corvettes. The corvettes in the 21st 

Minesweeping Flotilla swept the sea lanes and 

conducted anti-submarine patrols. HMA Ships 

Toowoomba, Wollongong and Ballarat reinforced 

the original four corvettes, HMA Ships Bendigo, 

Burnie, Goulburn and Maryborough. The last 65 

Australian Army nurses stationed in Singapore 

were ordered to board the Vyner Brooke, which 

sailed on 12 February. Their colleagues, who had 

sailed in the Empire Star the previous day, reached 

Australia, but only 24 of the nurses on the Vyner 

Brooke survived to return to Australia in 1945 after 

the war had ended. 

By 14 February  the Japanese had captured 
Singapore's reservoirs and pumping stations. The 
bombing, fighting and heavy shelling continued; 
many of the troops, separated from their units, 
wandered around aimlessly and the hospitals were 
crowded and overflowing. Some troops were 
deserting and others had become separated from 
their units. Hard fighting continued but on  15 
February, Lieutenant General Arthur Percival, the 
British commander in Singapore, called for a 
ceasefire and made the difficult decision to 

surrender. He signed the surrender document that 
evening at the Ford Factory on Bukit Timah Road. 
After days of desperate fighting, all British Empire 
troops were to lay down their arms at 8.30 pm. 
More than 100,000 troops became prisoners of 
war together with hundreds of European civilians 
who were interned.  
 
Changi remembered 
 
At the Australian War Memorial on the same day 
the prisoners at Changi were remembered with the 
display of a  one-of-a-kind manuscript by prisoner, 
Alick Downer (1910-1981) from his time in the 
World War II prison camp is the latest addition to 
the collection of the Australian War Memorial. 
The manuscript had been bound at the Changi 
bindery and was displayed with the only two other 
books known to have been put together  within the 
camp. Book binding had been another diversionary 
pass-time for prisoners. 
From 1942 to 1945, before becoming a Minister in 
the Menzies Government and High Commissioner 
to the UK, as Sir Alexander Downer, he was 
incarcerated in Changi prison camp where he 
wrote Government in Two Worlds: An Introductory 
Survey of the Governments of Britain and Australia. 
The typed manuscript was used for his lectures at 
"Changi University", an education diversion set up 
to take the prisoners minds off their plight and to 
give them the chance to eventually leave Changi 
better educated than when they went in. 
The book had been misplaced after Sir Alexander's 
death, only to appear on a book sale catalogue in 
Adelaide in 2016. 
Dr Nelson pointed out that while Changi was a 
Japanese prison,  daily administration was left to 
the British under the existing wartime  structure. 
One of the senior officers, Brigadier Harold Burfield 
Taylor (1890-1966) was deeply concerned about 
how the new Australian POWs would cope with 
incarceration. 
So along with other educated and professional 
servicemen Taylor, an analytical chemist (B.SC, 
Sydney University 1912, D. Sc 1925), created an 
education and lecture program ranging from basic 
education to advanced courses. 
A library was also established, with the librarians 
including Alick Downer, Sydney lawyer, David 
Griffin (later Sir David, Lord Mayor of Sydney) and 
Tony Newsom.  
The program ran fully for several months, with 
classes in law, commercial art, basic agriculture, 
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languages, architecture, engineering and trades 
instruction.  
However, Brigadier Taylor's dream was only ever 
partially realised, as many prisoners were sent to 
work away from Singapore, notably on the Burma 
Thai railway, and then Taylor was sent to Formosa 
(Taiwan) in August 1942. 
However, the library continued until liberation. 
Sir Alexander's son, current High Commissioner to 
the UK and former Howard Government Foreign 
Minister, Alexander Downer, expressed his 
happiness about the acquisition via video from 
London. 
"I'm delighted the Australian War Memorial has 
acquired this manuscript of my father's thoughts 
during his time in the Changi prisoner of war camp, 
this was a hugely transformative experience for my 
father," Mr Downer said 
"Although for the rest of his life he didn't talk about 
it very much, it gave him a different perspective on 
humanity for a man who came from such an 
establishment and privileged background." 
The Australian War Memorial didn't disclose the 
cost of the manuscript but a spokeswoman said the 
Downer family played an important part in the 
acquisition. 
Sir Alexander's daughter, 
Stella, and grand-daughter, 
Georgina (pictured), were 
at the War Memorial for 
the unveiling. 
"It means so much to us 
that this manuscript 
created by my grandfather 
is now available to the 
general public to read and 
understand the nature of 
the discussions that the 
POWs were having in 
Changi," Georgina said in a 
speech on behalf of the 
family. 
"The intellectual effort that 
has gone into this is 
 

extraordinary, it just goes to show that they didn't 
sit around idly but they were very focused on their 
future freedom." 
The head of the Australian War Memorial's 
research centre Robyn van Dyk said the manuscript 
provided an important window to the past for 
modern Australians. 
"This is unique, there's nothing like it and it's an 
important one because it tells us about what 
people were learning and listening to at Changi," 
she said. 
Prisoners were allowed to write and give lectures 
in Changi but it was still an incredibly difficult 
experience, said Ms van Dyk. 
"Changi was certainly no hotel, it was a very harsh 
environment," she said. 
Dr Nelson said Sir Alexander's manuscript was 
a significant addition to the memorial's archive. 
"It is an extremely important insight not only into 
the thinking of one of the great Australians of the 
20th century … but it also gives us quite an insight 
into the thinking, behaviour and attitudes amongst 
those 15,000 Australians who went into Changi 
prison in the Second World War," he said. 
The manuscript could also provide some pertinent 

observations on modern 
politics, Mr Nelson said. 
"I think for our 
contemporary political class 
in particular it's good to 
reflect on some of the 
things he wrote and 
delivered to his fellow 
Australian prisoners at 
Changi," he said. 
"For example: 'another 
serious fault common to 
political parties in all 
countries is the dangerous 
tendency of party 
considerations becoming 
paramount'. 
 

RESTAURANT TRADING HOURS 

Dumpling Bar @ Loftus (Ground Floor) 12 Loftus St, Sydney 
Phone:  9247 6350   Email: dumplingbaratloftus@gmail.com 

OPEN EVERYDAY:  12.00 noon - 9.00pm 
(THURSDAY & FRIDAY: Open -10.00pm) 

North Ocean Chinese Restaurant (1st Floor) 12 Loftus St, Sydney 
Phone:  9247 9450 

LUNCH:  MONDAY - FRIDAY 12 Noon - 3.00pm 
DINNER:  MONDAY – SUNDAY 5.00PM - 9.00PM 

(Friday Open till 10.00pm) 

mailto:dumplingbaratloftus@gmail.com
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   Prolific photographer Phillip Hobson 

          

             A World War II picture of Phillip Hobson 
 

One the most prolific Australian war 
photographers was Phillip Hobson (1922-2006) is 
lesser known than some of his colleagues, but the 
Australian War Memorial holds a large body of his 
work, including an extensive collection of his 
Korean War images, two of which have been 
permanently etched into a wall in the new Korean 
War Memorial in Canberra.  
Born in Summer Hill, Sydney, he worked briefly as 
a bank teller before enlisting in the army in 1942. 
Photographs taken by Hobson were bought by 
other members of the battalion, and also 
contributed to a comprehensive photographic 
record of the battalion’s activities. He served in 
Papua New Guinea with the 55th and 53rd infantry 
battalions, seeing action at Sanananda, Gona and 
Bougainville. He served with the force that 
reoccupied Rabaul in 1945. On being posted to 
Moratai, he joined the 67th Infantry Battalion 
which, as 3rd Battalion Royal Australian Regiment, 
formed part of the British Commonwealth 
Occupation Forces in Japan in 1946 as its official 
photographer. He covered all the major activities 

of the battalion and out manoeuvred  others to 
snap a shot of Japan's reclusive Emperor Hirohito. 
Hobson transferred to Army Public Relations in 
October 1949 based at occupation force 
headquarters in Kure. This meant increased 
demand on his photographic services, as he was 
covering all occupation activities and supplying 
Australian newspapers.  
In September 1950 Hobson was sent as official 
photographer with the first Australian ground 
forces (3rd Battalion RAR) to the Korean War, 
which had broken out in June. Over the next five 
years he visited Korea for three to four month 
periods, commuting between Japan and whatever 
part of Korea Australians were in action. In all, he 
made 17 visits to the front, covering the service of 
1st, 2nd and 3rd RAR. 
"He produced many fine portraits of Australian 

soldiers serving in Korea and some spectacular 

views of action. These photographs were intended 

to circulate in Australian newspapers and 

magazines to publicise and promote the presence 

of Australian soldiers in Korea. Accordingly, 

soldiers were often pictured in ways that 

emphasised their stoicism and industriousness. 

Hobson’s photographs also reveal an intimacy with 

his subjects, one developed through his earlier 

experiences as a soldier and unit photographer for 

his battalion." The Australian War Memorial 

records note. 

Hobson often travelled with visiting dignitaries to 
supply photographs to the Australian media 
To facilitate processing and distribution of his 
pictures to Australian and overseas newspapers, 
Hobson set up a photographic laboratory in Tokyo 
and learnt to speak Japanese. Many of his 
photographs have been used in books on the 
Korean campaign, including the official history. 
He was posted to Malaya in 1955, where he 
photographed the work of the Far East Land Forces 
for three years.

 
                                                        

Hobson's November 1952 photo of William 
McMahon,   Australian Minister for Air, visiting the 
1st Battalion,  The Royal Australian Regiment (1RAR). 
Here  Mr McMahon chats with Private Jim Jeffery of  
Ashgrove, Qld, and of 1RAR, and Private (Tiny)  
Herbert of Stanmore, NSW, and of the 3rd Battalion,  
The Royal Australian Regiment (3RAR), near 1RAR's  
cookhouse. 
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